Integrated Korean

**Accelerated 1 & 2* Textbook and Workbook**

*Textbook Authors: Young-mee Yu Cho, Ji-Young Jung & Jeeyoung Ahn Ha
*Workbook Authors: Yuseon Yun, Jeeyoung Ahn Ha & Hee Chung Chun

**Key highlights of the Showcase:**

1. **Teaching scenarios with the Accelerated**
   - Sample lesson plan with a sample syllabus
   - Sample lecture video for flipped classes
   - Online assessment with rubrics

2. **Supplementary teaching materials**
   - PowerPoint slides on grammar structures
   - Vocabulary list and exercises package
   - Audio files for textbooks and workbooks
   - Answer keys and listening scripts for workbooks
   - Assessment rubrics

* *Accelerated 2 Textbook and Workbook are available in November, 2020.*

**Offered to all schools using Integrated Korean Accelerated as textbooks.**
In addition to Core Vocabulary, More Vocabulary enables expansion, followed by usage exercises.

Conversation and Narration start with Warm-up questions before students dive into the main activity.

Model Conversations and Narrations present meaningful contexts relevant to heritage learners.
Organization of Integrated Korean Accelerated

Each lesson includes a **Reading** section to help learners develop literacy.

Grammar is presented with example utterances, metalinguistic explanations, and visual representations.

Each lesson includes a **Writing** section to promote multiliteracies.
Each lesson includes two **Tasks** that guide learners step by step to complete **real-life tasks**.

Each lesson wraps up with **Culture Note** and **Related Reading** to enhance intercultural competence.

Students can see where to focus their attention in learning and self-check their achievement upon the completion of each lesson.